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PART - A

all the flrst ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each :

1. State de Moivre's theorem.

2. State any two properties of nrh roots of unity.

,2t3 Find lim ^ ^ '
^" x 2

4 ll tlx) x3 - x . what is f'(x)?

5. What is rectilinear motion?

6 Find tim. (sr' y' 9)
(Y, v) ,(1,a)'

7. Find 9.f z-*o sinlx vt).
Ay

8. A polynomial equation F(x) = 0 of degree 8 has exactly 2 imaginary roots. Then
what is the number of real rools of f(x) =0 ?

P.T.O.



L What is a reciprocal equation?

10. Which type of polynomial eguations are solved by Ferrari's method?

PART - B

Answer any eight questjons from among the questions 11 lo 22. There questions
carry 2 marks each.

- (1-cost ,lsrnr,,)"'1 Prove that '.-: '' cosn) isinnO
(1 r sind+ i cos 0)'

rz Find f +r

113 Find ihe dornain of
x2 3x 12

14 Let s(f) .. 13.6lr be ihe position functron ofa pariicie moving along an s-axis,
where s is in eters and t rs in seconds. Find tne instantaneous acceleration.

1;5 F nd the Taylor series for about v '1

X

16 Frnd the derivatrve of e' usrng powei'sefles expansron

17 Showthat u{x. ll . sin(.\ cl)is a solutrorl ot'orrl ,'i*',

18 Find the critical points of f(x, y) = 3x2 2xy I y2 8y.

19. Find the quotient and remainder when 3xa 5x3 t10x2 +1lx 61 is divided by

r 3.

20. Find the maximum number of positive and negative roots for the equation

xs * SxB x3 +7 x'i 2-o .
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21 Solve the equation xir x2 Bx r12 - 0 , grven that ,t has multiple roots.

22. Find thevalueof k for which the roots of 2x3 +6x2 -5x'r-k=0 areinA.P.

PART _ C

Answer any six questions from among ihe questions 23 to 31. These questions

i. cai"ry 4 marks each.

23 Separate into real and lmaginary parts tanh-1 (x + iy).

2z Sketch the graph of y ,[x - 3.

25. Find limx ,.. 1/x6 , 5 - x3 .

26. Find the nrh maclaurin polynomial for 1

27. Use macluarin series to evaluate an accprcximaie value of e.

28. Find all second order partial derivatives of f(x, y) = v2 y3 + x4 y .

29. Solve the equation xa +2x3 -21x2 22x ."40:0, given that the roots are in

AP,

30. Solve 2x3-x2-22x 24=0 giventhattwoof the roots are in the ratio 3 : 4.

31. lf u,P and f are the roots of the equation x3 +qx+r=o, find the values of

2 a 
un1 ra'*Y'

ll +.r P t/
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PART * O

Answer any two questions from among the questions 32 to 35. These questions
carry 15 marks each.

32. (a) Express cos5 x in terms of powers of cosx.

(b) lf cos(x+ly)= cos A+l sin8, prove that cos2xi'cosh2y=2.

33. At what point or points on the circle x2 +y2 =1 does the lunclion f(x,y\-xy
have absolule maximum and what is the maximum value? ' U,

34. Solve the biquadratic equation 2xa r6x3 gx2 t 2=0.

35 Solve using Cardon's method the equation 28x3 9x2 + 1 - 0 .
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